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We formulate the field-space geometry for an effective field theory of scalars and gauge bosons.
Geometric invariants such as the field-space curvature enter in both scattering amplitudes and the
renormalization group equations, with the scalar and gauge results unified in a single expression.

INTRODUCTION

One central property of the S-matrix is its invari-
ance under field redefinitions [1–3]. The form of the
Lagrangian may change under a field redefinition, but
the scattering amplitudes—and physical observables—
remain unchanged. For the case of non-derivative scalar
field redefinitions, this invariance can be understood
through the geometry of field space where the scalar fields
are the coordinates. In this picture, a non-derivative
scalar field redefinition is a coordinate change on the
field-space manifold, which does not change the dynam-
ics. The geometric approach was used to characterize
deviations from Standard Model scattering amplitudes
in terms of the curvature of the scalar manifold [4–7].

Recently, the geometric underpinning of the invariance
of scattering amplitudes under field redefinitions has been
extended to include field redefinitions with derivatives
and higher-spin fields through several approaches [8, 9].
However, these generalized geometric approaches have
yet to explain how to make manifest the invariance of
scattering amplitudes under field redefinitions including
derivatives at loop level.

The geometry of field space is also a practical tool.
Many terms in a Feynman-diagram expansion are reor-
ganized into curvature invariants, which allows for effi-
cient calculations of scattering amplitudes. The need for
Feynman diagrams can be circumvented by using on-shell
bootstrap methods. In this case the field-space geome-
try is useful, as it gives physical meaning to the unfixed
coefficients in scattering amplitudes that are constructed
using on-shell methods. The field-space geometry plays
an important role in the soft limit for scalar effective field
theories [10], in an effective action invariant under field
redefinitions [11], and in the renormalization group equa-
tions for scalar effective field theories [4, 5], including to
higher loop order [12].

In this paper, we summarize some pertinent proper-
ties of the geometry of scalar field space, and show how
several of these properties extend to an effective theory
of scalars and gauge bosons. Many concepts from differ-
ential geometry apply to theories with scalars and gauge
bosons, e.g., field-space metric, covariant derivative, Rie-
mann curvature, and Killing vectors. We also find a ge-
ometric description of the scalars and gauge fields which

extends to loop level; in particular, we derive renormal-
ization group equations which only depend on geometric
quantities.

FIELD-SPACE MANIFOLD

We consider a theory of scalars and gauge bosons
with interactions with at most two derivatives,1 and ig-
nore CP-violating interactions for simplicity. We group
the scalars and gauge bosons into real multiplets φI

and ABµB , where I, J,K, . . . are scalar indices and
(AµA), (BµB), . . . are gauge and Lorentz indices, treated
as a combined index. The general gauge-invariant La-
grangian takes the form

L =
1

2
hIJ(φ)(Dµφ)

I(Dµφ)J − V (φ) (1)

−
1

4
gAB(φ)F

A
µνF

Bµν ,

where hIJ (φ), V (φ), and gAB(φ) depend on the scalar
fields. The covariant derivative of the scalar field and
the field strength are

(Dµφ)
I = ∂µφ

I +AB
µ t

I
B(φ), (2)

FB
µν = ∂µA

B
ν − ∂νA

B
µ − fB

CDAC
µA

D
ν , (3)

where tIA(φ) are Killing vectors of the scalar manifold.
The Lie derivative of the scalar metric hIJ vanishes,

tKAhIJ,K + hKJ t
K
A,I + hIKtKA,J = 0, (4)

where hIJ,K = ∂KhIJ and tIA,J = ∂J t
I
A. The Killing

vectors satisfy the Lie bracket relations

[tA, tB]
I =fC

ABt
I
C . (5)

The gauge coupling constant is included in tIA, and hence
also in the structure constants fC

AB.
2

1 Higher-derivative interactions are linked to derivative field-
redefinitions, which is outside the scope of this work. They have
been considered in Refs. [8, 9]

2 In the Standard Model effective field theory (SMEFT), the vector
tI
A

is

tIA = −

1

2
γ̃I
A,Jφ

J , (6)
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In the following, we assume that all particles are mass-
less and that the gauge symmetry is linearly realized, so
tIA(v) = 0, where vI is the vacuum expectation value
(VEV) of the scalar fields φI . The results can be ex-
tended to not require these simplifying assumptions. The
kinetic term for the scalars depends on hIJ(φ), which can
be interpreted as a metric in field space for the scalars
[14]. Similarly, the kinetic term for the gauge fields is
multiplied by gAB(φ) which depends on the scalars, is
symmetric under A ↔ B, and transforms as an invariant
tensor under action by the Killing vector tIA,

gAB,I t
I
C − fD

CA gDB − fD
CB gAD = 0 . (8)

We want to extend the notion of a field-space manifold
to include the gauge fields, where gAB(φ) will take center
stage, and unify the scalar and gauge sectors, so Eqs. (4)
and (8) will be components of a single equation.
We look at symmetries of the Lagrangian in Eq. (1),

following closely the discussion in Ref. [5]. The ungauged
theory is invariant under an infinitesimal transformation
of the scalar field,

δθφ
I = θAtIA, (9)

where θB is an infinitesimal parameter and tIB depends
on the scalar field. The partial derivative of the scalar
field transforms as

δθ(∂µφ
I) = θA tIA,J(∂µφ

J). (10)

We promote the global symmetry to a local symmetry by
letting θA depend on space-time; θA(x). We can define
a covariant derivative which transforms as

δθ(Dµφ)
I = θA(x)tIA,J (Dµφ)

J , (11)

by introducing a gauge field

(Dµφ)
I = ∂µφ

I +AB
µ t

I
B , (12)

as in Eq. (2). The gauge field transforms as

δθA
B
µ =− ∂µθ

B − fB
CDθCAD

µ , (13)

and the field strength transforms as

δθF
A
µν = −fA

BCθ
BFC

µν . (14)

We observe the similarity between the transforma-
tions of the covariant derivative and the field strength

where the 4-by-4 matrices γ̃I
A,J

are defined in Ref. [13]. The

vectors tI
A

encode the isometries of the scalar field space mani-
fold and are the Killing vectors of that manifold. The SMEFT
structure constants are

fA
BC = ǫ̃ABC (7)

defined in Ref. [13].

in Eqs. (11) and (14). Also, in the Lagrangian, Eq. (1),
the functions hIJ and gAB take on analogous roles. It
is natural to ask whether there is a unified treatment of
hIJ and gAB, and a notion of Killing vectors that acts
on both.
We combine the tensors into a unified metric

g̃ij =

[

hIJ 0
0 −ηµAµB

gAB

]

, (15)

where the index i runs over both scalar indices I and
gauge indices (AµA). g̃ can be viewed as the gauge-fixed
metric in Feynman gauge. The covariant derivative ∇̃ is
defined using the metric g̃. We define a combined Killing
vector

t̃iB =

[

tIB
t
(AµA)
B

]

, (16)

that acts on scalars and gauge fields, where the gauge
field piece is

t
(AµA)
B ≡ −δAB∂

µA − fA
BCA

CµA . (17)

The Lie derivative of the combined metric becomes

t̃kC g̃ij,k + g̃ik t̃
k
C,j + g̃kj t̃

k
C,i = 0. (18)

This includes Eqs. (4) and (8). Furthermore, Eq. (13)
takes the simple form

δθA
Bµ = t

(Bµ)
C θC (19)

which is structurally similar to Eq. (9). We will see fur-
ther justification for this grouping of metrics and Killing
vectors shortly.

FIELD-SPACE CURVATURE

Scalar field-space curvature

We first look at the geometry of the submanifold of the
scalar fields. The scalar fields take the role of coordinates
in field space, with capital indices from the middle of
the Latin alphabet. We identify the scalar field-space
metric by looking at the symmetric matrix in front of
(∂µφ)

I(∂µφ)J in the Lagrangian3

L =
1

2
hIJ(φ)(∂µφ)

I(∂µφ)J + . . . (20)

The Christoffel symbol is defined with respect to the
scalar field-space metric hIJ ,

ΓI
JK =

1

2
hIL (hJL,K + hLK,J − hJK,L) , (21)

3 The notion of a field-space metric can be extended to higher-
derivative operators [8].
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where hIJ,K = ∂KhIJ and the Riemann curvature is

RIJKL (22)

= hIM

(

∂KΓM
LJ − ∂LΓ

M
KJ + ΓM

KNΓN
LJ − ΓM

LNΓN
KJ

)

.

The covariant derivative ∇I is defined with the connec-
tion in Eq. (21).
The field-space curvature is important; it shows up in

scattering amplitudes, e.g., the scattering amplitude for
four scalars depends on the Riemann curvature [4, 5],

AIJKL =RIJKL sIK +RIKJL sIJ ,

=RIJKL s13 +RIKJL s12 , (23)

where sij = (pi + pj)
2 and pi is the incoming momen-

tum of particle i, and numerical values for i are the
index position in the subscripts of A. The amplitude
AIJKL respects Bose symmetry because of the symme-
try properties of RIJKL, including the Bianchi identity
RIJKL + RIKLJ + RILJK = 0, and the kinematic iden-
tity sIJ + sIK + sIL = 0 which follows from momentum
conservation and massless external particles. The curva-
ture also enters in the double-soft theorem for a general
scalar effective field theory [10]. As is expected, the cur-
vature transforms as a tensor under scalar field redefini-
tions. This is why scattering amplitudes depend on the
Riemann curvature; it is field-basis invariant.4

Curvature of the full manifold

We now define the geometry including both scalars and
gauge bosons. Recall that the natural indices for the
coordinates are i ∈ {I, AµA} since the gauge bosons have
both a gauge group index and a space-time index. We
also use the combined field-space metric Eq. (15). All
expressions are assumed to be evaluated at the vacuum
unless indicated otherwise. We use a bar or tilde notation
to distinguish this metric and the definitions below from
the corresponding objects in the scalar field space, such
as Eqs. (21) and (22).
We will also use the combined metric

ḡij =

[

hIJ 0

0 gAB

(

−ηµAµB
+

(pA)µB
(pB)µA

pA·pB

)

]

. (24)

The difference between Eqs. (15) and (24) is whether
or not a gauge-fixing term in Feynman gauge has been
added. In the following calculations of geometric quanti-
ties we use Eq. (15) to define an inverse metric evaluated
at the VEV and Eq. (24) for any derivatives of the met-
ric, such as ḡij,k. The metric must be gauge-fixed to have
a well-defined inverse metric, and Eq. (15) is the gauge-
fixed metric in Feynman gauge. Derivatives of the inverse
metric are evaluated using ∂k(ḡ

ij) = −ḡirḡrs,kḡ
sj →

−g̃irḡrs,kg̃
sj .

Momentum-dependent metrics have been previously
studied in Ref. [8]. We take all momenta as incom-
ing. All momentum-dependent objects have an overall
momentum-conserving δ-function, which we suppress.

The Christoffel symbols Γ̄i
jk computed from ḡij are

Γ̄i
jk =

1

2
g̃il (ḡjl,k + ḡlk,j − ḡjk,l) , (25)

where all index sums run over both the scalar indices I
and gauge indices (AµA). The components of Γ̄i

jk are

Γ̄I
JK =ΓI

JK , (26)

Γ̄
(AµA)
IJ =Γ̄I

(AµA)J = Γ̄
(CµC)
(AµA)(BµB) = 0, (27)

Γ̄I
(AµA)(BµB) =

1

2
∇IgAB

(

ηµAµB
−

(pA)µB
(pB)µA

pA · pB

)

,

(28)

Γ̄
(AµB)
(BµB)I =gACηµAµChIJ Γ̄

J
(BµB)(CµC) . (29)

The Riemann curvature, which is defined as

R̄ijkl = ḡim
(

∂kΓ̄
m
lj − ∂lΓ̄

m
kj + Γ̄m

knΓ̄
n
lj − Γ̄m

lnΓ̄
n
kj

)

,

(30)

has components

R̄IJKL =RIJKL, (31)

R̄(AµA)IJK =0, (32)

R̄(AµA)IJ(BµB) =
1

2
(∇I∇JgAB)

(

−ηµAµB
+

(pA)µB
(pB)µA

pA · pB

)

+
1

4
∇JgACg

CD∇IgBD

(

ηµAµB

4 The Riemann curvature evaluated at the VEV is field-basis co-
variant rather than invariant. However, this subtle difference is

irrelevant in physical observables like cross sections.
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−
(pA)µB

(pB + pI)µA

pA · (pB + pI)
−

(pB)µA
(pA + pJ)µB

pB · (pA + pJ)
+

(pB + pI)µA
(pA + pJ)µB

(pA · pB)

pA · (pB + pI) pB · (pA + pJ)

)

, (33)

R̄(AµA)(BµB)(CµC)I =0, (34)

R̄(AµA)(BµB)(CµC)(DµD) =−
1

4
∇IgAC∇

IgBD

(

−ηµAµC
+

(pA)µC
(pC)µA

pA · pC

)(

−ηµBµD
+

(pB)µD
(pD)µB

pB · pD

)

+
1

4
∇IgAD∇IgBC

(

−ηµAµD
+

(pA)µD
(pD)µA

pA · pD

)(

−ηµBµC
+

(pB)µC
(pC)µB

pB · pC

)

. (35)

The curvature for the extended scalar–gauge-field man-
ifold obeys all the symmetry properties of the Riemann
curvature, including the Bianchi identity

R̄(AµA)(BµB)IJ + R̄(AµA)IJ(BµB) + R̄(AµA)J(BµB)I = 0.
(36)

The virtue of these definitions becomes clear when we
consider field redefinitions, gauge transformations, and
scattering amplitudes.

FIELD BASIS AND GAUGE INVARIANCE

Let’s now consider properties of the new curvatures.
As one might expect from a field-space curvature, the
extended curvatures are all invariant under scalar field
redefinitions. Field redefinitions involving derivatives or
gauge fields will in general mix operator structures with
different number of derivatives, which complicates the
picture of the invariances. Ref. [8] showed that a gen-
eralized metric and descendant curvatures can still be
constructed.

A second advantage is present when we have an ex-
ternal gauge index. The extended curvature can be con-
tracted with the corresponding polarization vector for the
gauge field,

R̄Ajkl ≡ ǫµA

A R̄(AµA)jkl. (37)

Gauge invariance manifests itself for on-shell scatter-
ing amplitudes as Ward identities, with the replacement
ǫA → pA giving a vanishing result. Although the curva-
ture is not a scattering amplitude, nor necessarily eval-
uated with on-shell kinematics, we can still ask about
the replacement ǫA → pA. Remarkably, we find that the
curvatures in Eqs. (31)–(35) are gauge invariant:

pµA

A R̄(AµA)ijk = 0. (38)

This holds even when the curvatures are not evaluated
for on-shell kinematics. Also, descendant geometric ob-
jects such as ∇̄iR̄jklm will be gauge invariant in a similar
fashion.

SCATTERING AMPLITUDES

Scattering amplitudes in scalar effective field theories
depend on geometric invariants [15]. This is natural since
scattering amplitudes are invariant under field redefini-
tions. However, when we also include gauge fields in the
theory, the original scalar curvatures are no longer suffi-
cient to describe the scattering. In addition, the scat-
tering amplitudes are gauge invariant. Therefore, we
seek a generalization of the field-space geometry which
includes both scalars and gauge fields and is gauge in-
variant. The candidates for such a geometry is already
presented above. We will now see how it appears in scat-
tering amplitudes.
The scattering amplitude for four scalars φφ → φφ

(with a vanishing potential V (φ) for simplicity) is

AIJKL = RIJKLsIK +RIKJLsIJ +
(tI;J · tK;L)(sIL − sIK)

sIJ
+

(tI;K · tJ;L)(sIL − sIJ)

sIK
+

(tI;L · tK;J)(sIJ − sIK)

sIL
,

(39)

where tIA;J = ∇J tIA = ∇J(hIKtKA ) = −tJA;I and
tI;J · tK;L = tIA;J g

AB tKB;L. We see that the scatter-
ing amplitude depends on the field-space curvature in
addition to the covariant derivative of the Killing vec-
tors. The generalization of Eq. (39) including a potential
V (φ) has additional terms involving covariant derivatives

of V (φ).

In Eq. (39) we use the same indices for the scalars as
in the Lagrangian in Eq. (1). This is a slight abuse of
notation as the scalars appearing in the scattering am-
plitudes are the canonically-normalized mass eigenstates
and not the generic flavor eigenstates in the Lagrangian.
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The translation between fields and states is performed by
the tetrad which is derived from the metric hIJ [10, 16].
Similarly, the gauge fields are canonically normalized and
rotated to the mass-eigenstate basis using a tetrad com-
ing from the metric gAB.
It is possible to apply the geometry-kinematics map in

Ref. [8] to simplify the four-scalar amplitude Eq. (39) to

AIJKL =R′

IJKL s13 +R′

IKJL s12 , (40)

where the Riemann curvature R′ depends on momentum
and the Killing vectors,

R′

IJKL =RIJKL +

(

tIA;L gAB tJB;K
sIJ − sIK

s2IL
− L ↔ K

)

.

(41)

R′

IJKL has the same symmetry properties as RIJKL.
Eq. (40) has the same form as Eq. (23). In the fol-
lowing discussion, we will focus on the terms which do

not depend on the Killing vectors tIA. The Killing vec-
tor terms require modifications to the formalism, such
as RIJKL → R′

IJKL in Eq. (41), and a simple way to
include such terms is still under investigation.

Another example where the geometry is present is the
two scalar, two gauge boson scattering amplitude φφ →
WW . Focusing on terms involving only the functions
gAB and hIJ for simplicity, and ignoring other terms such
as those involving the Killing vectors or the potential,
the amplitude can be expressed in terms of two gauge-
invariant structures [17],

B1 =(pA · pB)(ǫA · ǫB)− (ǫA · pB)(ǫB · pA), (42)

B2 =(ǫA · ǫB)(pA · pI)(pB · pI) + (pA · pB)(ǫA · pI)(ǫB · pI)

−(ǫA · pB)(ǫB · pI)(pA · pI)− (ǫA · pI)(ǫB · pA)(pB · pI) .
(43)

These terms of the scattering amplitude are

AIJAB =

(

∇I∇JgAB −
1

2
(∇IgAC)g

CD(∇JgBD)−
1

2
(∇JgAC)g

CD(∇IgBD)

)

B1

−

(

(∇IgAC)g
CD(∇JgBD)

sIA
+

(∇JgAC)g
CD(∇IgBD)

sJA

)

B2 + . . . (44)

where the ellipsis denote terms which depend on other
couplings than gAB and hIJ . Again, the amplitude can
be rewritten in terms of curvatures. The final expression
is simply

AIJAB = R̄IJAB s13 + R̄IAJB s12, (45)

which is exactly the same form as the amplitude for four
scalars in Eq. (23), but using the curvature tensor R̄
which is derived from the combined metric ḡ in Eq. (24).
In fact, for all four-point amplitudes, the dependence on
gAB and hIJ is simply

Aijkl = R̄ijkl s13 + R̄ikjl s12, (46)

for any combination of scalars and gauge fields.

GEOMETRY IN THE HELICITY BASIS

Although all scattering amplitudes of scalars and gauge
fields can be expressed in analogous forms to the non-
linear sigma model [8], the relevant curvature tensors
will depend on kinematics and are in general non-local.
Any unphysical non-localities cancel when expanding the
amplitude in terms of independent kinematic structures.
We will see that the amplitudes can be unified using the
combined kinematics-independent metric g̃ in Eq. (15).
We focus on the couplings hIJ and gAB for the class

of scattering amplitudes with two positive-helicity gauge
bosons and additional scalars. The lowest-point scatter-
ing amplitude is

A++
IAB =

1

2
∇IgAB [AB]2. (47)

where [AB] is the spinor helicity product [pApB], etc.
This scattering amplitude describes the coupling of a
Higgs boson to two photons or gluons.
Expanding the kinematic curvatures in Eq. (45) in

terms of independent kinematic factors and fixing the
helicities, we find that
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A+−

IJAB =
1

4

(

(∇IgAC)g
CD(∇JgBD)

〈IB〉2[IA]

〈IA〉
+ (∇JgAC)g

CD(∇IgBD)
〈IB〉[IA]2

[IB]

)

, (48)

A++
IJAB =

1

2
∇̃I∇JgAB[AB]2, (49)

where

∇̃I∇JgAB = ∇I∇JgAB −
1

2
(∇IgAC)g

CD(∇JgBD)−
1

2
(∇JgAC)g

CD(∇IgBD) . (50)

Note that the on-shell helicity amplitudes have only
physical singularities. The tilde covariant derivative ∇̃
uses the connection defined from the metric in Eq. (15)
with the ηµν trivially stripped off. The tilde Christoffel
symbols are the same as the bar Christoffel symbols in
Eqs. (26)–(28) after dropping the momentum-dependent
terms. This notion of geometry is closely related to the
construction in Ref. [18].

This structure continues for higher-point scattering
amplitudes, e.g., for two positive-helicity gauge bosons
and three scalars the amplitude is

A++
IJKAB =

1

2
∇̃(I∇̃J∇K)gAB[AB]2 (51)

+
1

2
∇LgAB[AB]2

1

sIJK
[sIJ (RIJKL − 2RIKJL)

+sIK(RIKJL − 2RIJKL)

+sJK(RIJKL +RIKJL)] .

In general, the scattering amplitude for two positive-
helicity gauge bosons and n scalars takes the form

A++
I1···InAB =

1

2
∇̃(I1 · · · ∇̃In−1∇In)

gAB[AB]2 + factorizable

(52)

where factorizable indicates terms which factorize to

products of lower-point amplitudes for special kinematic
configurations. The covariant derivative with the tilde
connection, ∇̃, plays a crucial role for the kinematic-
independent geometry for scalars and gauge fields.
This geometry in the helicity basis for scalars and

gauge bosons is richer than the corresponding geome-
try for the scalars since it depends on several geometric
quantities. In the non-linear sigma model, the scattering
amplitudes depend on RIJKL, ∇IRJKLM , etc., where
the Riemann curvature RIJKL enters in the lowest-point
non-vanishing amplitude. When including gauge bosons,
new low-point amplitudes are relevant. The new struc-
tures in the scattering amplitudes are∇IgAB, ∇̃I∇JgAB,
etc.

RENORMALIZATION OF INVARIANTS

Since the new geometric structures are independent of
the kinematics, they will also be present in higher-loop
amplitudes and in the renormalization group equations.
An efficient method for extracting the anomalous di-

mension matrix for an effective field theory is to use
scattering amplitudes and unitarity cuts [19–25]. At one
loop, the relevant unitarity cuts are evaluated with two
on-shell tree-level amplitudes, with two particles across
the cut. We can set up renormalization group equations,
not for the Wilson coefficients, but for the geometric
structures. For example,

dRIKJL

d logµ
=

1

16π2

1

2

{

1

4
γcollRIKJL +R M N

I J

[

V;(MNKL) + (tN ;K · tM ;L) + (tN ;L · tM ;K)
]

+R MN
IJ

[

−
1

6
(tN ;M · tK;L) + 4(tN ;L · tM ;K)

]

+R MN
IK

[

−
1

6
(tN ;M · tJ;L) + 4(tN ;L · tM ;J)

]

+ . . .

+ (I ↔ K, J ↔ L)− (J ↔ L)− (I ↔ K)

}

+

{

I ↔ J,K ↔ L

}

(53)

and

d(∇̃I∇JgAB)

d logµ
=

1

16π2

{

1

4
γcoll(∇̃I∇JgAB) +

1

4
(∇̃K∇LgAB)

[

V;(IJKL) + 2(tK;I · tL;J)
]

+(∇̃I∇
LgAC)g

CD(4tLB;K tKD;J − 6tJB;K tKD;L) + . . .
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+ (I ↔ J) + (A ↔ B) + (I ↔ J,A ↔ B)

}

(54)

where γcoll is a collinear factor which only depends on
the external particles, γcoll = γI + γJ + γK + γL and
γcoll = γI + γJ + γA + γB in the two cases, and the
ellipsis indicate terms which vanish for the SMEFT in
the unbroken phase. For the SMEFT neglecting Yukawa
couplings, γ for the Higgs field and gauge bosons at one
loop are5

γH =− g21 − 3g22 , γA =− b0g
2 , (55)

where the one-loop β-function is β(g) = −b0g
3/(16π2).

∇IgAB vanishes for SMEFT in the unbroken phase, and
so its renormalization group evolution is trivial. Apply-
ing these equations to the SMEFT, we have verified that
these expressions agree with the renormalization group
equations for dimension-six operators in Refs. [27–29].
We have also used this geometric formalism to compute
the renormalization group equations for dimension-eight
bosonic operators in the SMEFT [26].

CONCLUSIONS

We have extended the notion of a field-space geome-
try to include both scalars and gauge bosons. This can
be done in several ways—see Eqs. (15) and (24)—and
the resulting geometric invariants enter in the scatter-
ing amplitudes differently. Using Eq. (24), the scattering
amplitudes depend on a kinematic Riemann curvature,
which is a special case of the geometry-kinematics du-
ality of Ref. [8]. What is remarkable about these kine-
matic curvatures is that they are invariant under both
field redefinitions and gauge transformations. For he-
licity amplitudes, a closely related geometry given by
Eq. (15), which is independent of kinematics, plays an
important role. This kinematic-independent geometry is
is also present in the renormalization group equations;
Eq. (54).

The methods discussed here have been used to com-
pute the bosonic dimension-eight operator anomalous di-
mensions in SMEFT [26]. We are investigating the ex-
tension of the method to include fermions [30, 31], and
also whether there is a simplified treatment of the Killing
vector terms.

5 γH in Feynman gauge is γH = −(g2
1
+ 3g2

2
)/2. The value in

Eq. (55) is with the gauge-fixing term used in Ref. [26].
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